


UPS

1 unit  3000VA

Drying

Up to 3 VENTO units

Air filter

1 F1 unit

Print server

1

Weight

135 Kg

Voltage

230 Vac

Max temperature

115 C°

Peak Power (115°C)

2250 W *

Average power (115°C)

1250 W *

STORM is the perfect match to 3ntr machines: it groups into one sleek package all the functions that
are needed for uninterrupted service.

3KW UPS to keep printer and networking
alive during power outagesPower

A high performance printserver with webcam
lets you control the machine from anywhereControl

Up to three VENTO units can be housed
to manage production at top qualityFeed

The HEPA/VOC filtering unit will avoid environ-
mental dissipation of powder and fumesSafe

All the relevant controls are on the front
of the unit, at immediate reachEasy

* Total power requirement Storm unit fitted with three vento units + A2v4 printing ABS material. We reserve the right to change specifications without any prior notice.



Weight

25 Kg

Power

230 Vac

Max temperature

115 C°

Peak Power (115°C)

920 W

Average power (115°C)

85 W

Compact, yet it can use
up to 5 Kg spools:

5x longer prints without
pausing for spool change.

Realtime information,
you can see what’s going on.

Touch screen lets you set
process parameters.

Drying profiles are tuned for efficiency,
reaching good results without

massive use of energy. We care for
this planet, you should as well.

Efficient
Built to handle any polymer, with drying profiles conceived
to reach good results in shortest time with least energy.
Easy to use touch screen, gives you real time monitoring
of drying parameters!

Powerful 
A very powerful heater (920 W) to quickly reach desired
drying temperature. Inner parts made with stainless
steel, to last a lifetime!

Smart 
Built-in NFC reader to automatically set optimal drying
parameters. You can override them with manual control,
anyway! Drying profiles are conceived to minimize
energy costs.

Weight

25 Kg

Voltage

230 Vac

Max temperature

115 C°

Peak Power (115°C)

920 W

Average power (115°C)

85 W

Compact, yet it can use
up to 5 Kg spools:

5x longer prints without
pausing for spool change.

Realtime information,
you can see what’s going on.

Touch screen lets you set
process parameters.

Drying profiles are tuned for efficiency,
reaching good results without

massive use of energy. We care for
this planet, you should as well.

Simplicity and effectiveness of natural elements combined with the most efficient control technologies.
This is VENTO, the complete Dryer Unit.

We reserve the right to change specifications without any prior notice.



Our mission is to make your production absolutely precise
and at utmost quality levels, without worries of any kind.

Our new polymer drying units are the perfect match to our machinery,
feeding polymer at the best conditions for the printing process.

Proudly made in Italy, with reliability and sturdiness built-in.

Jdeal-Form Srl
Via Montegiudeo 9 - 28047 Oleggio (NO) - Italy
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